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At Weizmann, AI is everywhere
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•

Pros:

•
•

Many exciting talks with new
ideas and great explanation of
existing results

Cons:

•

Most ideas have already been
very well explained and
discussed

Me, trying to find topics where
there is something to add
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Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deep Learning Uncertainties - Bayesian Neural Networks
Learning Stable Predictions - Distance Decorrelation
Learning from Data - Anomaly Detection
Ad Break
Bonus Topic (Capsule Networks)
Desert
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the best way to get the right answer on the
internet is not to ask a question; it's to post the
wrong answer
Feynman’s Law
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the best way to get the right answer on the
internet is not to ask a question; it's to post the
wrong answer
Feynman’s Law
Cunningham's Law
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Prelude
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Heavy Resonance Tagging
•

Goal: Distinguish decay products of heavy resonance (top
quark, W/Z boson, Higgs boson) from other particles (light
quark/gluon jets)

•
•

Achieve by looking at substructure of jets in the detector
[See Matt’s talk]

Top Quark

(Simulated) Detector

+

Jet Image

=

(ignoring parton shower, hadronisation; see [Kyle’s talk] for much more details)
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Caveat
Jet images are only one of many ways to represent data
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(and not a very optimal one)

f

•
•

jet

Classifier

But

...

IV.

DATA, PREPROCESSING AND
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Gr

In order to focus attention on the impact of the
network architectures and the projection of input 4-

jet
1

perform reasonably well
(using a CNN)

In addition and for the purpose of comparison, we
also consider the simpler baselines where i) only the 4momenta v(tj ) of the jets are given as input to the GRU,
without augmentation with their embeddings, and ii) the
4-momenta vi of the constituents of the event are all directly given as input to the GRU, without grouping them
into jets or providing the jet embeddings.

(tj )
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•
•
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We are grateful to the authors of Ref. [6] for sharing the data used in their studies. We obtained both
the full-event records from their PYTHIA benchmark samples, including both the particle-level data and the towers from the DELPHES detector simulation. In addition,
The networks studied here were implemented
using the Keras suite [46] with the Theano
we obtained the fully processed jet images of 25⇥25 pix[47] backend. The input layer of the els,
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and 50  m  110, where the signal and background jets
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the model once performance
the validation
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are on
re-weighted
to produceset
flatbegins
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ResultsThe final
B. Full events
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4 hidden layers, with 300, 102, 12 and 6 nodes per
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Appendix B for details) of the GRU is chained to a subsequent classifier to solve an event-level
For our jet-level experiments we consider as input to
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Again, all parameters (i.e., of the inner jet embedding
the classifiers the 4-momenta vi from both the particlefunction, of the GRU, and of the classifier) are learned
level data and the DELPHES towers. We also compare the
1
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structure [9] to
performance with and without the projection of those
minimize the loss Levent . Figure 2 provides a schematic
4-momenta into images. While the image data already
of the full classification model. In summary, combining
included the full pre-processing steps, when considering
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Figure 2. Schematic of overall network architecture used.

Preprocessing

The key idea behind preprocessing the jets is that, by incorporating domain specific knowledge about the jet physics, the dimensionality of the problem can be reduced. The preprocessing steps were inspired by previous papers [22, 23, 25, 28] and determined through a
series of studies. Jets are scaled, translated, rotated and flipped.
First, the pT of all jet constituents is scaled by 1/1700 to ensure that the majority of jet
constituents have a pT approximately between zero and one. This ensures that the value of
the input nodes corresponding to the pT of the jet constituents are roughly within the same
order of magnitude as the input nodes corresponding to the ⌘ and of the constituents.
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Experiments

Conclusions

I

hjet
k

p

Proposed model

Graph neural networks
G

Network Architecture

are useful to gain intuition
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Introduction
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Light Quark
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Uncertainties

Or: How can we avoid this combination of
Hammer and Nail?
11

A brief fairy tale on how we perform
analysis
!12

Decide new physics model to test

#

I↳

:i÷Fhy

sics

Use MC simulation to provide realistic
estimate of new physics and SM prediction

Train a binary classifier
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Apply to data

Perform statistical analysis / hypothesis set
(See [Andrea’s talk])

Collect Nobel prize
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•

Of course neglected several aspects

•

Usually not just train a classifier but use a chain of selections to
define signal region

•

Background can also be estimated from data

•

…
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Wait a moment
• Apply to measured data
• Our MC simulation and understanding of detectors is good…

CMS-PAS-TOP-19-005
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Wait a moment

• Apply to measured data
• Our MC simulation and understanding of detectors is good…
• …but not perfect
• This systematic residual difference between data and simulation
is called systematic uncertainty by experimentalists

CMS-PAS-TOP-19-005
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1903.02942

Sources of systematic uncertainty
•

Experimental uncertainty
Imperfect understanding of our instrument

•

•

eg Calibration of energy measurement, Stochastic noise, Efficiency of
individual sensors, Luminosity, Shape of the accelerator due to moon
phase, …

Theoretical Uncertainty
Imperfect understanding of physics

•

eg Our powerful MC generators have many tuneable parameters, we
are improving them, but they are not perfect, Model of parton
distribution in proton, …
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Statistical uncertainty
• Statistical Uncertainty

Poisson statistics due to limited number of events recorded in data in
the phase space where we measure

•

Limited events from MC simulation usually accounted as a
systematic source uncertainty

!19

1408.7084

Not a fringe topic, this is
at the core of experimental
work

(Higgs measurement by CMS)
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Back to our network
•

Take away: When experimentalists talk about uncertainty of a
network prediction, they usually mean impact of systematic effects on
the output

•

I do not have ideal simulation but I want an algorithm trained on
simulation to perform the same on actual data and simulation
(usually it does not and we take this into account in our downstream
statistical analysis by quantifying these residual differences)

•

CS would call this domain adaptation (thanks Michael)

•

But is more specific than that - because we might not know the
exact shift, we have a prior of expected perturbations
!21

Other perspective
•

Aleatoric uncertainty captures noise inherent in the observations.
This could be for example sensor noise or motion noise, resulting in
uncertainty which cannot be reduced even if more data were to be
collected

•

[…] epistemic uncertainty accounts for uncertainty in the model
parameters – uncertainty which captures our ignorance about which
model generated our collected data

•

No simple mapping to concerns in HEP. Epistemic are systematic from
the perspective of the final statistical analysis

1703.04977
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Deep Learning Uncertainties Bayesian Neural Networks

Based on 1904.10004, with
Tilman Plehn et al
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What we currently have:

Standard (Deterministic) Neural Net

!24

Replace weights ( numbers) with
probability distributions (Gaussians):

Bayesian Neural Net

Per weight probability distributions gives us a measure of
uncertainty on the network output
!25

How to do this?
• Disclaimer: For CS experts - This is a HEP experimentalist's
way of understanding Bayes by backprop (1505.05424)

•

Terminology:

C
!
p

•

...
...
...

NN Model trained on some data
Weights
Probability

Usually have model defined by it's weights:

p(C|!)
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cs

Bayes theorem

the prior p(!) as Model
the given
distribution
of
the
model
param
weights
Prior weights
Weights given model
and
are free to choose it, for example, to be a Gaussia
al result does not depend on its form. The model evi
Model evidendence
onstant for the (posterior) probability distribution p(!
⇤
Now
we
can
sample
and
predict
response
for a
new
datatest
points:
to predict the network output c for
new
data p
⇤
c . . . New datapoint Z
⇤
⇤
p(c |C) = d! p(c |!) p(!|C)
Usually do not know a closed form of this. Intractable.

mentation immediately leads us to the main question
!27

ut a signal probability distribution in ! on a jet-by-jet level?

al problem with Eq.(3) is that we usually do not know
nical problem with Eq.(3) is that we usually do not know the
it is implicitly encoded in our neural network. On the
if Approximate
it is implicitly
encoded in our neural network. On the othe
with Gaussian:
in
the
sense
of
a
distribution
and
combine
with
a
test
fu
it in q(!)
the sense
of a distribution
andparametrised
combine with
. . . Gaussian
distributions
byaµtest
andfunction
ZZ
Z Z
⇤
⇤
⇤
⇤
d!
|!)p(!|C)
p(!|C)⇡ ⇡ d! d!
|!) q(!)
.
d! p(c |!)
p(c p(c
|!) q(!)
.

nt
betweenp(!|C)
p(!|C) and
such
ananapproximation
q(!)q(!)
is given
by
between
and
such
approximation
is
giv
Successful if distributions agree:
gence,
ce,
(measure by Kullback-Leibler divergence)
Z
Z
q(!)
KL[q(!), p(!|C)] = d! q(!) log
.
q(!)
p(!|C)
KL[q(!), p(!|C)] = d! q(!) log
.

p(!|C)

the two functions are identical almost everywhere and is positive
e two
functions
are identical
almost everywhere and is po
s’
theorem
to re-write
it as
!28
Z re-write it as
theorem to

Still more simplification needed to actually calculate:
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Still more simplification needed to actually calculate:

Second term is not relevant:
usual expected likelihood
for Gaussians:

!30

@µ

d! qµ, (!) log p(C|!) = 0 .

Training

Once we determine the approximate probability distribution qµ, (!) from Eq.(7), w
it to solve Eq.(3) by Monte Carlo integration and find the predictive mean for the te
Approximate viaZMC sampling:
N
X
1
⇤
⇤
p(c |C) ⇡ d! p(c |!) qµ, (!) ⇡
p(c⇤ |!j µ, ) ⌘ µpred .
N
j

To compute this mean we use N sets of weights {!}, e↵ectively corresponding to N
with di↵erent weights. Assuming a Gaussian probability distribution we also need
of the N sets of weights, or the predictive standard deviation
2
pred

N
X
⇥ ⇤
1
=
p(c |!j (µ, ))
N
j

µpred

⇤2

.

This way the BNN returns not only a central value µpred for the classifying
outcom
Prediction+
an jet-by-jet uncertainty estimate for this classification outcome pred
.
Uncertainty!

2.2

Probabilities

!31
We can numerically test this behavior with
a toy BNN, analyzing jet images wit

Statistical
Uncertainty
BNN captures eﬀect of
finite training data

Classification sigmoid correlates
mean and standard deviation
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Validation
•

Train N deterministic networks on
statistically independent events

•

Calculate mean and standard
deviation of ensemble

Result agrees with
frequentist expectation
!33

Calibration
•

BNN is calibrated

•
•

!34

ie can interpret network output
as probability

Nice, but not really important in
HEP usage

BNN

!35

Determinsitic network with
regulariser

Toy Uncertainty I
SciPost
Physics
JES Inspired:
Rescale
energy of leading
constituent

Figure 10: Dominated
E↵ect of abyshifted
scalemean
for the hardest constituent
shift ofenergy
predictive
the standard deviation indicated as an error bar. We show the probabi
supplemented with the e↵ect on!36 the predictive uncertainty through the m

Toy Uncertainty II
JES Inspired: Define sub-regions and for
each event rescale measurements in each
sub-region
with
an independent scale
SciPost
Physics
drawn from a Gaussian
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Posterior
•

Bayesian NN give us a measure of uncertainty for a network output

•

Double the weights + MC sampling: somewhat slower, but not
significant

•

Matches what we expect from sampling over multiple trainings in a
frequentist sense

•

Other approaches:

•

•

Simple approximation of Bayes via Dropout

•

Improvements to BBB in Dustin’s talk last week

Systematic uncertainties (in the HEP sense) - ie testing domain adaptation
properties:

•

Eﬀect seen, need to study in more detail for practical procedure
!38

Learning Stable Predictions Distance Decorrelation

Work with David Shih, to appear
soon

!39

Motivation
•

Reduce impact of other variables on analysis result

•

Either remove correlation of classifier output with a
systematic uncertainty or another variable (like mass)

!40

"

DEE ; !

an

SEE:
"

,
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Simple approaches
•

•

•

Obscurity:

•

Do not give mass [will be using this as stand-in for any variable we want to decor
relate agains] as input

•

Simple, does not work

Data planing (1709.10106):

•

Reweight input distributions to be flat

•

Simple, limited power

Designing Decorrelated Taggers - DDT (1603.00027):

•
•

Linearly transform output to be stable for one working point by subtracting for each
bin

Add KL/JS divergence to loss

•

Promising idea, but only works for one working point. Binning needed.
!42

ted
hidolic
stic
lasonolic
put
val-

Complex Solutions
Learning to Pivot
Learn a probability
distribution via
Gaussian mixture
model
1611.01046

Decorrelated Tagging
Adversary

Classifier

X

...

fc (X)

Lclassif ication

...

fa (fc (X))

Ladversary

FIG. 3. 1703.03507
Architecture of the neural networks in the!43adversarial training strategy. The classifying network dis-

Learn to predict the
mass and minimise
categorical cross
entropy

ATLAS implementation
Classifier
64 nodes

x

⋮

⋮

⋮

20 components

64 nodes

z = pclf( y | x, θclf )
⋮

d

Adversary

⋮

⋮

a

⋮

padv( d | z, a, θadv )
⋮

⋮

⋮
⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

GMM

∇ → –λ∇
×3

θclf

Lclf (θclf)

θadv

Ladv (θadv)

Figure 4: Adversarial neural network architecture. The classifier network is tasked with predicting jet labels (y)
to learning
to (x),
pivot,
usesa gradient
reversal
based onSimilar
jet substructure
variable inputs
outputting
tagger variable
(z). The adversary network is tasked
with inferring the value(s) of the variables from which the classifier is to be decorrelated (d; here the jet mass m),
optionallyInput:
aided byhigh
auxiliary
features
(a; here log pT ),variables
by parametrising a posterior p.d.f. as a Gaussian mixture
level
substructure
model (GMM). The adversarial training is implemented using a gradient reversal layer, the trade-off between Lclf
and Ladv controlled by the parameter .

•
•

versa. In this way, using adaptive training weights, uBoost balances classification power and a uniform
selection efficiency in the mass observable during training.
The BDT classifiers use the substructure variables listed in Table 1, the same
used for the neural network
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-014
!44
classifiers, as input features. The hyperparameter configuration
adopted for AdaBoost is the same as the

the ANN tagger and ↵ for uBoost. For high values of (& 10), the ANN m
the chosen network configurations, training procedures, and datasets.

Comparison
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Less sculpting →

it

Analytical:

z NN
z ANN
z Adaboost
z uBoost

τ 21
τ DDT
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λ =3
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λ =1
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p ∈ [500, 10
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T

Statistical lim
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Less sculpting →
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MVA:

No separation

T

ATLAS Simulation
Mass-decorrelation, 1 / JSD @ ε rel
sig = 50%

s = 13 TeV
W jet tagging
p ∈ [200, 500] GeV

5

10

No separation

Mass-decorrelation, 1 / JSD @ ε rel
sig = 50%

ATLAS Simulation Preliminary

α=

10

α =0.01

1

Greater separation →
Maximal sculpting

10

1
102

rel
Background rejection, 1 / ε rel
bkg @ ε sig = 50%

(a) Jet pT 2 [200, 500]
!45 GeV

Backg

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-014
(b) Jet pT

Problem
•

Adversarial training is inherently unstable (hard to set up
and sensitive to hyper parameter changes)

•
•

Looking for a saddle point

Find a regulariser term that fulfils the same
goal but allows simple training to convergence

!46

Distance Correlation
xjk = |Xj
x̂jk = xjk
ŷjk = yjk

yjk = |Yj
xj·

of all examples in batch
Xk | Distances
for classifier output

Yk |

x·k + x··

y j· y ·k + y ··
XX
1
2
dCov =
x̂jk ŷjk
n j

... for variable to decorrelate

Center distributions

And calculate average
product per batch

k

Some nice properties:
• Zero iﬀ X, Y are independent; positive otherwise!
• Computationally tractable!
• Doesn’t require binning!
!47

0803.4101, 1010.0297

!48

(Wikipedia)

Performance

Work with David Shih,
public soon

Decorrelation

Performance
!49

Recast of ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-014
ATLAS - W boson tagging

Learning from Data Anomaly Detection

!50

Beyond Supervised
Classification
•

•

Exhaustive exclusion limits for BSM physics

•

What if it is a model nobody thought of yet (or hides among
QCD)
Machine learning is very powerful for classification

•

Systematic uncertainties when going from simulation to data

Can we solve both issues at once?

!51

Spectrum of MC Reliance
Fully Supervised Fully Supervision,
Learning
Mixed signals
Assumes a classifier trained
on MC will be correct on data
as well

CWoLa

Weak
Supervision

Autoencoder

Dependence on Simulation
Assume MC gets the
fractions of different classes
right on average

Assume simulation is good. Do not
depend on specific model
(but still limited by which models
are in the mix)

!52

Assume that we can tune
the adversarial setup such
that an anomaly based on
data is credible.

Assume interpolation between
phases spaces in data.

•

We learned this week:
model independence means different things to different people

•

Andrea's talk (1806.02350)

•
•
•

•
•

Trained on MC vs data

Per-Jet Autoencoders (1808.08979 and 1808.08992)

•
•
•
•

Shape differences - peak or tail - using high level variables

Enhance mass peaks using anomalous substructure from low level inputs
Implicit model bias of DNN

Model bias

Trained on data

CWoala Hunting (1902.02634):

•
•

Stronger discrimination by training a classifier between regions in data
So far only high level variables

Per-Event Autoencoders (Trigger VAE) (1811.10276)

•
•

Trained on SM event cocktail, high level
Analyse produced stream

Amir's Mega Model (talk yesterday):

•
•

Combination of physics input and hash-based anomaly finding
Interesting to see performance

!53

Advertisement

!54

Top Tagging Overview
1902.09914

•
•
•

Already mentioned several times this week
Should ask many additional questions

Any CS people in the audience
interested in running their favourite
algorithm? Data

BUT no more arguments if one architecture is better
than another based on aesthetics and gut feeling

LHC Olympics 2020

https://indico.cern.ch/event/809820/page/16782-lhcolympics2020
!56

LHC Olympics 2020 Dataset
•

Challenge to find new physics in simulated events

• Improve understanding of different anomaly detectors
•
•

Whatever approach you like - BUT we will not tell what the signal is
Warm up phase: now until late this year

•
•
•

Use to develop methods to find new physics.

Challenge Phase: until 15.1.2017:

•
•
•

1M QCD events + Signal (labelled, W’->XY->jjj) available, single jet 1.3 TeV trigger

Find new physics (yes/no, mass, x-sec) in the dataset
No labels provided

At ML4Jets (15.1.-17.1.2020):

•

Identify winners, discuss strategies and write-up

Get the data here:
https://zenodo.org/record/2629073#.XKyG0-szbh9
!57

Capsule Networks
Crummy Convolution Conquered by Champion Capsules
CapsNets Capping ConvNets
CapsNets: Seeing the big picture
Capsules Cornering Convolusions
Capsules Continuing the Convolutional Quest

Based on 1906.11265, with
Tilman Plehn et al

!58

Dynamic Routing Between Capsules
S Sabour, N Frosst, GE Hinton
1710.09829
(medium.com)

•
•
•
•

Motivation

CNNs learn features, problem of spatial correlation
Capsules are a new building block for image recognition
Learn instantiation vector
Connection by agreement (co-firing)

59

vj

Softmax & Routing:

Squash:

•
Dynamic Routing Between Capsules
S Sabour, N Frosst, GE Hinton
1710.09829
pechyonkin.me

•

Vector instead of scalar representation

•

Instantiation and relative positioning

Routing by agreement
60

Routing by agreement

61

Learned
Instantiation

Dynamic Routing Between Capsules
S Sabour, N Frosst, GE Hinton
1710.09829
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•

Transfer to Physics
Promised advantages of capsule networks:

•

Better interpretability of
learned capsules

•

Better performance than CNN in
dense environments
(multiple particles overlapping)

•

Extract substructure and global
information simultaenously

Can reproduce CNN on
standard top tagging dataset

63

DiTop vs QCD

CapsNet pool

Improved performance over high-level
event variables as well as convolution
based CapsNet
64

Can interpret output capsule distributions
65

ttH(bb) vs ttbb
SciPost Physics

Capsules learn reconstruction of
complex final state on event level
using multiple input sources
66

One more thin result
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Transfer Learning

Remember jet images from
the reference sample

C Daza, BSc thesis

•

What happens if we apply
InceptionResNetV2 (without retraining)?

•

Map tray-scale to color and increase
image resolution
test a few options

•

Training: select highes-AUC class of 1k
ImageNet classes on small subset of
data

•

Testing: Apply to statistically
independent subset
!68

Transfer Learning

C Daza, BSc thesis

!69

1k Signal

1k Background

Fox Squirrel

•
•
!70

Tops look like squirrels
No easy gain from
combination or retraining

C Daza, BSc thesis

Closing

!71

Conclusions
•

Combine understanding of uncertainties with power of deep
learning

•

Bayesian networks capture statistical uncertainty due to finite
training data

•

Prediction of systematic uncertainties as next goal

•

Proposed new convex method for decorrelating network
outputs

•
•

Need to understand biases of different anomaly finding schemes
Capsule network might be an interesting alternative to CNNs
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Thank you!
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